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ABSTRACT

Take-off and landing manoeuvres are critical for
MAVs because GPS-based autopilots usually do
not perceive distance to the ground or other po-
tential obstacles. In addition, attitude estimates
based on inertial sensors are often perturbed by
the strong accelerations occurring during launch.
This paper shows how our previously developed
control strategy, called optiPilot, can cope with
take-off and landing using a small set of inex-
pensive optic flow sensors.

1 INTRODUCTION

As shown by several recent studies [1, 2, 3], Miniature
Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) are on the verge of being transferred
from research labs to industry, which will turn them into prod-
ucts for commercial applications. Inertial Measurement Units
(IMU) and GPS are commonly used on these aerial robots
to achieve flight stabilisation and waypoint navigation [1, 4].
While these systems are able to autonomously control MAVs
high in the sky, some issues remain that prevent safe opera-
tion in the vicinity of the ground.

We recently proposed a control strategy, called optiPilot,
that exploits optic flow sampled all around the flight direction
to provide MAVs with flight stabilisation and collision avoid-
ance capabilities [5]. We implemented optiPilot using a series
of low-cost computer mouse sensors with customised lenses
for enhanced depth of field. Even in its early prototype stage,
the 18-gram compound vision system made of seven optic
flow sensors allowed us to demonstrate flight stabilisation,
altitude control, and collision avoidance with a 400-gram fly-
ing wing1. In principle, optiPilot is generic enough to fit any
platform that has its translation vector mostly aligned with
its main body axis, which is the case of fixed-wing MAVs as
well as most rotorcraft in translation flight.

*Email address: antoine.beyeler@a3.epfl.ch
1Videos of these experiments are available on http://lis.epfl.

ch/microflyers

In this paper, we go one step further and describe how the
same control strategy enables automatic take-off and landing.
These features are not only useful on their own, but ideally
complement IMU- and GPS-based autopilots. Take-off ma-
noeuvres indeed represent a difficult phase for two reasons.
First IMUs are often momentarily disturbed as a result of the
strong accelerations that tend to saturate the inertial sensors.
At the same time, and in particular in case of hand-launched
take-off, the attitude of the MAV can be dangerously banked
just after release, which calls for fast and efficient counter
actions. Regarding the landing phase, IMU/GPS systems do
not provide a precise way of measuring height above ground
especially when the terrain is not perfectly flat or its altitude
is unknown. This paper shows how optiPilot enables a safe
control of both the initial and final phases of the flight while
taking into account the proximity and the shape of the under-
lying terrain.

Optic flow contains information about the distance to the
surroundings that can be used to control take-off and land-
ing. Barber et al used optic flow sensors to assist the con-
trol of altitude and landing [6]. However, they still relied on
GPS and IMU for altitude and attitude control. Other ap-
proaches have included optic flow for altitude control of fly-
ing platforms [7, 8], but they did not specifically demonstrate
take-off and landing and required manual control of the atti-
tude. Chahl et al used optic flow to control altitude during the
approach phase of a fixed-wing MAV, but human assistance
was required and complete landings were not demonstrated
[9]. Ruffier et al studied optic-flow-based altitude control and
landing using a tethered rotorcraft [10], but external assis-
tance was required to maintain the optic flow detector upright
and achieve autonomous flight.

In the next section, we provide a description of the opti-
Pilot control strategy. Section 3 presents the materials and
methods used to assess its performance. The results are de-
scribed in section 4.

2 CONTROL STRATEGY

OptiPilot is a way of mapping a series of optic flow sig-
nals sampled in well-defined viewing directions into roll and
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Figure 1: Coordinate system of an aircraft reference frame,
with the names of the three rotation directions. On typical
aircraft, the roll is controlled using the ailerons, and the pitch
rate using the elevator. On flying wings such as the one dis-
played here, roll and pitch rotations are controlled by the dif-
ferential and, respectively, common mode of actuation of the
two control surfaces called elevons. These two modes of ac-
tuation are functionally identical to the ailerons and elevator.
Yaw is usually either passively stabilised using fixed verti-
cal surfaces or controlled using a rudder. In normal flight,
passive or active yaw regulation is used to produce so-called
coordinated turns [11]. Only the ailerons and elevator, or the
elevons, are used to actually steer the aircraft.
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Figure 2: Overview of the steps required to map the data pro-
vided by the vision system and rate gyroscopes into control
signals. Yaw is assumed to be passively regulated (see Fig-
ure 1).

pitch rate commands (Figure 1). This control strategy fol-
lows a simple three-stage scheme illustrated in Figure 2. In
this section, we first discuss how optic flow can directly be
interpreted as proximity signals. We then describe the view-
ing directions at which the optic flow detectors should point
and how optic flow measurements are combined into control
signals for steering an aircraft.

The fundamental property of optic flow that enables prox-
imity estimation is often referred to as motion parallax [12].
Essentially, it states that the component of optic flow that is
induced by translatory motion is proportional to the magni-
tude of this motion and inversely proportional to the distance
to static obstacles in the environment. It is also proportional
to the sine of the angle between the translation vector and the

viewing direction. This can be written:

pT(θ ,ψ) =
|T|

D(θ ,ψ)
sin(α), (1)

where pT(θ ,ψ) is the amplitude of translational optic flow
measured in direction (θ ,ψ) (see Figure 3 for the polar
coordinate system convention), T is the translation vector,
D(θ ,ψ) is the distance to the obstacle seen in direction (θ ,ψ)
and α is the angle between the translation vector T and the
viewing direction (θ ,ψ).

The optic flow perceived by a free-flying aircraft also con-
tains the component induced by its rotations in addition to
the translational optic flow described above. Consequently,
it is necessary to exclude the optic flow component due to
rotations to estimate the proximity of obstacles, a process
known as derotation of optic flow [13]. In a MAV, this can
be achieved by predicting the optic flow generated by rota-
tion, as measured by rate gyroscopes, and then subtracting
the predicted optic flow from the measured optic flow.

In normal translational flight, the translation vector is es-
sentially aligned with the aircraft’s main axis at all times. The
angle α in (1) can be assumed equal to the polar angle θ of
the coordinate system introduced in Figure 3 (also known as
eccentricity). Equ. (1) can therefore be rewritten as:

pT(θ ,ψ) =
|T|

D(θ ,ψ)
sin(θ) = µ(θ ,ψ) · |T| · sin(θ), (2)

where µ is the proximity of obstacle (i.e. the inverse of dis-
tance, also referred to as nearness). This means that the mag-
nitude of translational optic flow measurements can be di-
rectly interpreted as proximity signals, scaled with the sine of
the eccentricity at which the measurements are taken. Also,
for decreasing velocity |T|, the same optic flow will be per-
ceived with increasing proximity µ , a property that can be
exploited to implement landing behaviour.

Let us now consider the directions where optic flow
should be measured and how to combine these measurements
to generate control signals for the aircraft. In order to reduce
the sensory and computational requirements, it is desirable to
keep the number of measurements as low as possible. It also
turns out that not all the viewing directions in the visual field
have the same relevance for flight control. Directions point-
ing at θ > 90° correspond to obstacles that are behind the
aircraft and thus do not require avoidance. For θ values close
to 0° (i.e. close to the centre of the visual field), the magni-
tude of the optic flow measurements tends to zero because of
the sin(θ) factor in (2). Since the resolution of the vision sys-
tem limits the possibility of measuring small amounts of optic
flow, proximity estimation is not reliable for small eccentric-
ities. These two limits (θ < 90° and θ > 0°) suggest that the
area of interest lies around θ = 45°. Experimental and the-
oretical work has shown that θ = 45° is indeed optimal in a
variety of situations [5, 14].
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Figure 3: (left) The image-plane coordinate system used throughout this paper. ψ ∈ [0;2π] is the azimuth angle, with ψ = 0
corresponding to the dorsal part of the visual field and positive extending leftward. θ ∈ [0;π] is the polar angle. (right)
Perspective sketch of the spherical vision system. Note that ψ and θ completely define a viewing direction with respect to the
optical and the aircraft main axis.

Figure 4: Possible sampling of the visual field. N viewing
directions are uniformly spaced on a circle of polar angle θ̂ .
Each viewing direction is separated by an inter-azimuthal an-
gle ψ̂ . On this illustration, N = 7, θ̂ = 45° and ψ̂ = 30°.

During take-off and landing, a MAV equipped with optic
flow sensors can typically perceive the ground and lateral ob-
stacles such as trees. In most case, however, the space above
the aircraft is free of obstacle. We therefore propose to mea-
sure optic flow in N viewing directions along the specific po-
lar angle θ = θ̂ and with an inter-azimuthal angle ψ̂ , con-
sidering only directions that are on either side and below the
aircraft, as illustrated in Figure 4.

In order to map optic flow estimations into control signals,
we propose the use of a simple weighted sum, which can be

written as:

c j =
ξ j

N · sin(θ̂)
·

N−1

∑
k=0

pT(θ̂ ,k · ψ̂ +
π

2
) ·w j

k, (3)

where c j is the jth control signal (either roll or pitch con-
trol), w j

k the associated set of weights and ξ j a gain to adjust
the amplitude of the control signal. This summation process
is qualitatively similar to what is believed to occur in the tan-
gential cells of flying insects [15, 16, 17, 18]; namely, a wide-
field integration of a relatively large number of optic flow es-
timates into a reduced number of control-relevant signals.

In order to use this approach to steer an aircraft, two sets
of weights {wR

k } and {wP
k }, k = 0,1, ...,N − 1 must be de-

vised, for the roll and the pitch control, respectively. Let us
first consider the pitch control signal cP (Figure 5 left). Prox-
imity signals from the ventral region (i.e. ψ near 180°) cor-
respond to obstacles beneath the aircraft. The corresponding
weights should thus be positive to generate a positive control
signal that results in a pitch-up manoeuvre. Conversely, prox-
imity signals from either side of the aircraft (i.e. ψ near 90°
and 270°) should not influence the pitching behaviour and the
corresponding weights should thus be set to zero. An exam-
ple of such a weight distribution could be:

wP
k = sin(k · ψ̂). (4)

Using a similar reasoning, one can derive the qualitative
distribution needed for the weights related to the roll signal
(Figure 5 right). Weights corresponding to the left of the air-
craft should be positive, in order to initiate a rightward turn in
reaction to the detection of an obstacle on the left. Inversely,
weights on the right should be negative. Since obstacles in
the ventral region (ψ = 180°) are avoided by pitching only,
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Figure 5: (left) Possible distribution of wP
k for the generation of the pitch control signal. The arrow in the centre indicates pitch

direction for a positive pitch signal. (right) Possible distribution of wR
k for the generation of the roll control signal. The arrow

in the centre indicates roll direction for a positive roll signal.

the weights in this region should be set to zero. The following
equation is one way to implement such a weight distribution:

wR
k = cos(k · ψ̂). (5)

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

To validate the autonomous take-off and landing capabil-
ities of optiPilot, we ran a series of experiments with a flying
wing platform. In this section, we describe the platform, its
sensors, and the experimental method we used.

3.1 Flying platform

The test flying platform is based on a swinglet from sense-
Fly2 (Figure 6). This aircraft has a wingspan of 80 cm and
a total weight of 407 g, including approximately 50 g for
the sensor payload specifically required by our experiments.
No particular efforts have been made at this stage to reduce
the weight of the sensor. The MAV is equipped with an
electronic board including a Microchip dsPIC33FJ256GP506
microcontroller, on which our control strategy was imple-
mented. This controller is interfaced to three Analog Devices
ADXRS610 rate gyroscopes that we used for optic flow dero-
tation. In order to measure airspeed, it is also equipped with
a Freescale MPXV5004DP differential pressure sensor and a
custom-built pitot tube. In order to regulate airspeed, a PID
controller was implemented to control the thrust of this plat-
form and to maintain a cruise airspeed of 14 m/s, with a preci-
sion of ±2 m/s. In the configuration used for the experiment
presented in this paper, the aircraft has a stall speed of about
7 m/s.

2http://www.sensefly.com
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Figure 6: Top view of the swinglet used for the experiments.
It has a wing span of 80 cm and a total weight of 407 g in-
cluding about 50 g of sensor payload.

In order to record the state of the aircraft during the ex-
periments, we use a Xsens MTi-G unit which provides a 6-
degree-of-freedom state estimation. At no time however this
unit is used for the control of the aircraft. The states of the air-
craft and its sensors are monitored and recorded in real time
using a 2.4 GHz Digi XBee-PRO radio-link, the Ishtar com-
munication protocol [19] and the e-mo-tion monitoring soft-
ware3.

During the experiments, a human pilot can take over the
control of the aircraft using a regular RC controller. This ca-
pability is used to steer the platform into specific situations
and to subsequently activate optiPilot to assess its behaviour

3http://gna.org/projects/e-mo-tion



1 cm

Figure 7: From left to right: the Avago ADNS5050 op-
tic mouse sensor, the custom-designed optics based on the
Philips CAX100 collimator lens ( f = 10 mm) and the assem-
bled optic flow detector (weighing 0.8 g).

in autonomous mode. The data presented in this paper in-
cludes only fully autonomous flight sequences.

3.2 Optic flow detection
There are a number of technologies available to estimate

optic flow, including standard cameras and classical computer
vision (for a review: [20, 21]), dedicated sensors such as
aVLSI or mixed-mode custom vision chips [22, 23, 7] or op-
tic computer mouse chips [24, 25, 26, 27]. The latter have
the advantages of being lightweight, available off-the-shelf,
easy to interface to the electronics and not requiring further
processing, as the optic flow extraction is done on-chip. Each
sensor provides a single 2D optic flow estimation, which re-
quires the installation of as many chips as required viewing
directions. This limitation, for a small number of viewing
directions, is outweighed by the advantages listed above.

Figure 7 illustrates the vision system we developed. It
is made of seven Avago ADNS5050 optic mouse sensors fit-
ted with Philips CAX100 collimator lenses ( f = 10 mm) us-
ing a custom-designed lens mount that clips directly onto the
chip casing. The optics were calibrated such as to maximise
the measure of image quality provided by the sensor (i.e.
the SQUAL output signal). Each optic flow detector weighs
0.8 g. The complete compound vision system, including the
mechanical fixture and the wiring, is illustrated in Figure 8
and weighs 18 g.

3.3 Experimental method
To assess the capability of autonomous take-off, we ran a

series of experiments where the aircraft was hand-launched
over reasonably flat terrain while optiPilot was activated.
Since initially the speed is null, the speed regulator will drive
the motor to full power. As soon as the aircraft is launched,
it will gain speed and climb until it reaches its cruise altitude,
where the visual ground avoidance balances the pitch-down
tendency due to the pitch bias (see explanation below). To
test autonomous landing, we ran experiments where the thrust
is manually cut off while the aircraft is autonomously flying
above flat terrain. Without propulsion, the MAV will reduce
its speed leading to a decrease in the optic flow signal. This

Figure 8: Close-up view of the vision system made of 7 optic
flow sensors (Figure 7). The viewing directions of these sen-
sors are pointed at 45° with respect to the longitudinal axis of
the aircraft, looking from left to right in the ventral part (ec-
centricity angle θ̂ = 45° and inter-azimuthal angle ψ̂ = 30°).
The complete compound vision system weighs 18 g.

Table 1: Parameter values.
Parameter Value

eccentricity θ̂ 45°

inter-azimuthal angle ψ̂ 30°

pitch gain ξ P 8.1

roll gain ξ R 8.1

pitch weights wP
k according to (4)

roll weights wR
k according to (5)

pitch bias -20%

will result in a decreasing pitch control signal and a descent
of the aircraft down to the ground. Movie recordings of both
sets of experiments are available online4.

We previously showed that values of eccentricity and
inter-azimuthal angle of θ̂ = 45° and ψ̂ = 30° (corresponding
to N = 7) are optimal for flight control [5]. The other parame-
ters required by the control strategy are shown in Table 1 and
were maintained constant throughout the experiments. In or-
der to keep the aircraft near to the ground, we added a bias
of −20% on the elevator deflection. This means that, for a
null signal generated by the control strategy, the aircraft has
a slight tendency to pitch downward. This value, as well as
those of the pitch and roll control gains ξ P and ξ R, were man-
ually tuned in flight to produce a response profile that matches
the flight dynamics of our MAV.

4 RESULTS

Figure 9 shows the results obtained from five hand-
launched take-offs. Time t = 0 corresponds to the instant at
which the platform is launched. After that, the speed quickly
increases to reach the thrust control set-point of 14 m/s while

4http://lis.epfl.ch/microflyers
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Figure 9: Automatic take-off experiments. Data recorded from five flights are shown, during which the aircraft was hand-
launched (at time t = 0) over reasonably flat terrain. Attitude angles, elevator control signal, airspeed and altitude are plotted
along with the average translation-induced optic flow perceived by the aircraft in each viewing directions.

the aircraft adopts a nose-up attitude (as shown by the pos-
itive value of the pitch angle). The course of the elevator
control signal starts at rest with the constant negative value
corresponding to the pitch bias. As soon as the speed in-
creases, the elevator control signal increases in response to
the perceived optic flow in the ventral part, which steers the
aircraft nose-up. After about 1.5 s of flight, only very small
corrections are applied while the aircraft reaches its cruise al-
titude and speed, resulting in a smooth ascent. Meanwhile,
the roll angle is efficiently stabilised after the initial pertur-
bations generated by the manual launch and kept at a level
attitude. The average optic flow perceived during the experi-
ment shows strong signal just after take-off, corresponding to
the portion of flight where the aircraft is close to the ground.
Just after take-off, the optic flow perceived is not symmetri-
cal, indicating that the aircraft was not level around the roll
axis. After about 1 s, the distribution of optic flow becomes
symmetrical and its amplitude decreases, as optiPilot steers
the aircraft to a level attitude away from the ground.

Figure 10 illustrates five autonomous landing experi-
ments. At t = 0, the landing procedure is triggered by cutting
off the motor of the MAV. From this point on, the speed grad-
ually decreased, resulting in a reduction of the perceived optic
flow and, therefore, the elevator control signal. As the ground
avoidance no longer compensate for the nose-down elevator
bias, the aircraft starts a descent. As the ground gets closer,
the elevator control signal progressively increased in reaction
to the perceived optic flow, which further slows down the air-

craft. By the time the aircraft touches the ground, the elevator
is fully deflected, which ensures a low speed (of about 9 m/s)
at touch-down and a smooth landing. The average optic flow
perceived shows that the distribution of optic flow was kept
symmetrical during the whole landing procedure by the roll
control. The amplitude gradually increased as the aircraft ap-
proached the ground to reach a maximum at touch-down.

It is important to notice that the regulation of both atti-
tude and altitude implicitly derives from a control strategy
originally designed for obstacle avoidance [5]. Neither at-
titude nor altitude are explicitly estimated nor measured by
optiPilot. Rather, flight stabilisation emerges from the inter-
action between the ground and the avoidance behaviour that
strives to keep obstacles in the ventral region of the aircraft.
This contrasts with the typical regulation strategies used by
classical autopilots that require explicit estimation of the 6
degree-of-freedom state of the aircraft, at the cost of expen-
sive sensing and processing systems.

5 CONCLUSION

Take-off and landing with manned and unmanned aircraft
are, in general, considered to be critical manoeuvres due to
the relatively low speed and the proximity of both ground
and obstacles. In this paper, we showed that a visual con-
trol strategy that relies only on few lightweight and inexpen-
sive sensors (i.e. optic mouse chips, rate gyroscopes and an
airspeed sensor) is able to autonomously handle both take-
off and landing. This was achieved with a simple sensor-to-
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Figure 10: Automatic landing experiments. Data recorded from five flights are shown, during which landings were triggered
at time t = 0 by cutting off the thrust over reasonably flat terrain. Pitch angle, elevator control signal, airspeed and altitude are
plotted along with the average translation-induced optic flow perceived by the aircraft in each viewing direction.

actuator mapping that exploits the properties of translation-
induced optic flow and the dynamics of flying platforms,
without requiring the estimation of state information such as
altitude or attitude angles. Moreover, this exact same control
strategy also provides obstacle avoidance and flight stabili-
sation in cruise conditions [5]. These results thus pave the
way towards practical applications where autonomous take-
off and landing on irregular terrain or cluttered environments
is needed. Future work will include experimentation in situa-
tions were man-made and natural obstacle are present on the
path of the aircraft during take-off and landing.
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